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This Letter describes the observation of the light-by-light scattering process, $\gamma\gamma \to \gamma\gamma$, in Pb + Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV. The analysis is conducted using a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1.73 nb$^{-1}$, collected in November 2018 by the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. Light-by-light scattering candidates are selected in events with two photons produced exclusively, each with transverse energy $E_T > 3$ GeV and pseudorapidity $|\eta| < 2.4$, diphoton invariant mass above 6 GeV, and small diphoton transverse momentum and acoplanarity. After applying all selection criteria, 59 candidate events are observed for a background expectation of 12 ± 3 events. The observed excess of events over the expected background has a significance of 8.2 standard deviations. The measured fiducial cross section is $78 \pm 13$ (stat) $\pm 7$ (syst) $\pm 3$ (lumi) nb.
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Light-by-light scattering, $\gamma\gamma \to \gamma\gamma$, is a quantum-mechanical process that is forbidden in the classical theory of electrodynamics [1,2]. In the standard model (SM), the $\gamma\gamma \to \gamma\gamma$ reaction proceeds at one-loop level at order $\alpha^4_{\text{EM}}$ (where $\alpha_{\text{EM}}$ is the fine-structure constant) via virtual box diagrams involving electrically charged fermions (leptons and quarks) or $W^{\pm}$ bosons. However, in various extensions of the SM, extra contributions are possible, making the measurement of $\gamma\gamma \to \gamma\gamma$ scattering sensitive to new physics. Relevant examples are magnetic monopoles [3], vectorlike fermions [4], and axionlike particles [5,6]. The light-by-light cross section is also sensitive to the effect of possible non-SM operators in an effective field theory [7–9]. Light-by-light scattering graphs with electron loops also contribute to the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron and muon [10,11].

Strong evidence for this process in relativistic heavy-ion (Pb + Pb) collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has been reported by the ATLAS [12] and CMS [13] collaborations with observed significances of 4.4 and 4.1 standard deviations, respectively. Exclusive light-by-light scattering can occur in these collisions at impact parameters larger than about twice the radius of the ions, as demonstrated for the first time in Ref. [14]. The strong interaction becomes less significant and the electromagnetic (EM) interaction becomes more important in these ultraperipheral collision (UPC) events. In general, this allows us to study processes involving nuclear photoexcitation, photoproduction of hadrons, and two-photon production [15,16]. The EM fields produced by the colliding Pb nuclei can be described as a beam of quasi-real photons with a small virtuality of $Q^2 < 1/R^2$, where $R$ is the radius of the charge distribution, and so, $Q^2 < 10^{-3}$ GeV$^2$ [17,18]. The cross section for the elastic reaction Pb + Pb$(\gamma\gamma) \to$ Pb + Pb$\gamma\gamma$ can then be calculated by convolving the appropriate photon flux with the elementary cross section for the process $\gamma\gamma \to \gamma\gamma$. Since the photon flux associated with each nucleus scales with the square of the number of protons, the cross section is strongly enhanced relative to proton-proton $(pp)$ collisions.

The $\gamma\gamma \to \gamma\gamma$ reaction has also been measured in photon scattering in the Coulomb field of a nucleus (Delbrück scattering) [19–22] and in the photon-splitting process [23]. A related process, in which initial photons fuse to form a pseudoscalar meson that subsequently decays into a pair of photons, has been studied at electron-positron colliders [24–27].

The previous ATLAS and CMS measurements were based on the Pb + Pb dataset of 0.4 nb$^{-1}$ recorded in 2015 at a nucleon-nucleon (NN) center-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV [12,13]. The present Letter describes a new measurement exploiting 1.73 nb$^{-1}$ of Pb + Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02$ TeV, recorded in November 2018 with the ATLAS detector at the LHC. The analysis follows the approach originally proposed in Ref. [14], which was the basis of the initial ATLAS measurement.

The ATLAS detector [28] is a multipurpose particle detector that covers nearly the entire solid angle around the interaction point (IP) [29]. It consists of an inner detector...
(ID) for charged-particle tracking in the pseudorapidity region $|\eta| < 2.5$, EM and hadronic calorimeters that provide energy measurements up to $|\eta| = 4.9$, and a muon spectrometer that covers $|\eta| < 2.7$. Forward calorimeters (FCAL) cover the range of $3.2 < |\eta| < 4.9$. The zero-degree calorimeters (ZDC), located along the beam axis at 140 m from the IP on both sides, detect neutral particles, including neutrons emitted from the nucleus.

The final-state signature of interest is the exclusive production of two photons, $\text{Pb} + \text{Pb}(\gamma\gamma) \rightarrow \text{Pb}^{(\pm)} + \text{Pb}^{(\pm)}\gamma\gamma$, where the diphoton final state is measured in the central detector, and the incoming Pb ions survive the EM interaction, with a possible EM excitation [30], denoted by ('). Hence, the final state consists of two low-energy photons and no further activity in the detector and, in particular, no reconstructed charged-particle tracks originating from the IP.

A two-level trigger system was used to select events online [31]. It consists of a level-1 trigger implemented using a combination of custom electronics and programmable logic, and a software-based high-level trigger (HLT). Candidate diphoton events were recorded using a dedicated trigger for events with moderate activity in the calorimeter but little additional activity in the detector. At level 1, a logical OR of two conditions was required: at least one EM cluster with $E_T > 1$ GeV in coincidence with a total $E_T$ of 4–200 GeV measured in the calorimeter, or at least two EM clusters with $E_T > 1$ GeV with total $E_T$ measured in the calorimeter below 50 GeV. The upper bound on the total $E_T$ was optimized to be fully efficient for signal events while allowing the rejection of events from nonperipheral Pb + Pb collisions. At the HLT, the total FCAL $E_T$ on each side of the IP was required to be consistent with noise (FCAL veto), and the number of hits in the pixel detector (part of the ID) was required to be, at most, 15.

Simulated $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ signal events were generated using the SUPERCHIC 3.0 Monte Carlo (MC) generator [32]. This program takes into account box diagrams with charged leptons, quarks, and $W^\pm$ bosons. An alternative signal sample was generated using calculations from Ref. [33]. These calculations were then folded with the Pb + Pb photon flux taken from the STARLIGHT 2.0 MC generator [34]. The theoretical uncertainty of the cross section is mainly due to the limited knowledge of the nuclear form factors and initial photon fluxes. This is extensively studied in Refs. [13,35], and the relevant uncertainty is estimated to be 10% within the fiducial phase space of the measurement. Higher-order corrections, which are not included in the calculations, are also part of the theoretical uncertainty and amount to 1%–3% in the fiducial phase space [36,37].

The exclusive diphoton final state can also be produced via the strong interaction through a quark loop in the exchange of two gluons in a color-singlet state. This central exclusive production (CEP) process, $gg \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$, was also modeled using SUPERCHIC 3.0. This process has a large theoretical uncertainty, of $O(100\%)$ [38]; hence the absolute normalization of this background is determined using a control region in the data, as explained later. The $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+e^-$ process is a potential background when both leptons are reconstructed as photons but is also used for calibration studies in the analysis. The process was modeled with the STARLIGHT 2.0 generator. Its production cross section is computed by combining the Pb + Pb photon flux with the leading-order formula for $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+e^-$. Two-photon production of quark-antiquark pairs, with their subsequent decay into multiple hadrons, was modeled using HERWIG++ 2.7.1 [39], where the initial photon fluxes from $pp$ collisions are implemented. The sample was then normalized to cover the differences in the photon fluxes between Pb + Pb and $pp$ collisions. All simulated events make use of a detector simulation [40] based on GEANT4 [41] and are reconstructed with the standard ATLAS reconstruction software.

Photons are reconstructed from EM clusters in the calorimeter [42] and tracking information provided by the ID, which allows us to identify photon conversions [43]. An energy calibration specifically optimized for photons [44] is applied to account for energy loss before the calorimeter and both lateral and longitudinal shower leakage. Photons in MC samples are corrected [43] for known mismodeling of quantities that describe the properties (“shapes”) of the associated EM showers.

The photon particle identification (PID) in this analysis is based on a selection of these shower-shape variables, optimized for the signal events. Only photons with $E_T > 3$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.37$, excluding the calorimeter transition region $1.37 < |\eta| < 1.52$, are considered. This allows for good separation between prompt photons and fake signatures due to calorimeter noise, cosmic-ray muons, or nonprompt photons originating from the decay of neutral hadrons. The photon PID is based on a neural network trained on background photons extracted from data and on photons from the signal MC sample. The selection of background photons follows the procedure established in Ref. [12].

Selected events are required to have exactly two photons satisfying the above selection criteria, with a diphoton invariant mass ($m_{\gamma\gamma}$) greater than 6 GeV. In order to suppress the $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+e^-$ background, events are rejected if they have a charged-particle track with $p_T > 100$ MeV, $|\eta| < 2.5$, and at least six hits in the pixel and microstrip detectors, including at least one pixel hit. To further suppress $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+e^-$ events with poorly reconstructed charged-particle tracks, candidate events are required to have no “pixel tracks” matched to a photon candidate within $|\Delta \eta| < 0.5$. Pixel tracks are reconstructed using information from the pixel detector only. They are required to have $p_T > 50$ MeV, $|\eta| < 2.5$, and at least three hits in the pixel detector. According to the MC simulation, these requirements reduce the fake photon background from the dielectron final state by a factor of $10^4$, while being 93% efficient for $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ signal events.
To reduce other fake-photon backgrounds, such as cosmic-ray muons, the transverse momentum of the diphoton system ($p_T^{\gamma\gamma}$) is required to be below 1 GeV for $m_{\gamma\gamma} < 12$ GeV and below 2 GeV for $m_{\gamma\gamma} > 12$ GeV. To reduce prompt-photon background from CEP $gg \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ reactions, an additional requirement on the reduced acoplanarity, $A_\phi = (1 - |\Delta \phi_{\gamma\gamma}|)/\pi < 0.01$, is used, which is expected to have $(86 \pm 1)\%$ selection efficiency for the signal. This efficiency is estimated using simulated signal events, and the uncertainty is due to modeling of the photon angular resolution in simulation. The above requirements define the fiducial region for the signal measurement.

Exclusive dielectron pairs from the reaction $\text{Pb} + \text{Pb}(\gamma\gamma) \rightarrow \text{Pb}^{(+)} + \text{Pb}^{(+)} e^+ e^-$ are used for various aspects of the analysis, in particular, to validate the EM calorimeter energy scale and resolution [44]. To select $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+ e^-$ candidates, events are required to pass the same trigger as for the diphoton selection. Each electron is reconstructed from an EM energy cluster in the calorimeter matched to a track in the ID [45]. The $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+ e^-$ events are selected by requiring exactly two oppositely charged electrons, no further charged-particle tracks coming from the interaction region, and dielectron reduced acoplanarity, $A_\phi < 0.01$. The observed $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+ e^-$ event yield in data is compatible with that expected from simulation.

The level-1 trigger efficiency is estimated with $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+ e^-$ events passing an independent trigger. The level-1 trigger efficiency as a function of the electron EM cluster transverse energy sum, $E_T^{\gamma\gamma,\text{cluster}1} + E_T^{\gamma\gamma,\text{cluster}2}$, reaches 60% at 5 GeV and 75% at 6 GeV, with the fully efficient plateau reached at around 10 GeV, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The measured efficiency is parametrized and used to correct the trigger response in the simulation. To test the stability of the results, the analysis is repeated using tighter or looser dielectron event selection criteria, and the resulting differences are taken as a systematic uncertainty. The FCAL veto efficiency is estimated using $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+ e^-$ events selected with a dedicated control trigger without involving the FCAL requirement. It is estimated to be $(99.1 \pm 0.6)\%$.

Because of the high hit-reconstruction efficiency and relatively low conversion probability of signal photons in the pixel detector, the inefficiency of the pixel veto requirement at the trigger level is found to be negligible.

The photon reconstruction efficiency is extracted from data using $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+ e^-$ events, where one of the electrons emits a hard bremsstrahlung photon due to interaction with the material of the detector. The analysis is performed for events with exactly one identified electron and exactly two reconstructed charged-particle tracks, and a tag-and-probe method is used as described in Ref. [12]. The resulting photon reconstruction efficiency is shown in Fig. 1(b). It rises from about 60% at $E_T = 2.5$ GeV to 90% at $E_T = 6$ GeV and is used to derive simulation-to-data correction factors.

High-$p_T$ exclusive dilepton production ($\gamma\gamma \rightarrow \ell^+ \ell^-$), where $\ell = e, \mu$ with final-state radiation (FSR) is used to measure the photon PID efficiency, defined as the probability for a reconstructed photon to satisfy the identification criteria. Events with exactly two oppositely charged tracks with $p_T > 0.5$ GeV are selected from UPC triggered events. In addition, a requirement to reconstruct a photon candidate with $E_T > 2.5$ GeV and $|\eta| < 1.37$ or $1.52 < |\eta| < 2.37$ is imposed. A photon candidate is required to be separated from each track by fulfilling $\Delta R > 0.3$ [29] to avoid leakage between the photon and the electron clusters. The FSR event candidates are required to have $p_T^{\ell\ell} < 1$ GeV requirement, where $p_T^{\ell\ell}$ is the transverse momentum of the three-body system consisting of the two tracks and the photon candidate. Figure 1(c) shows the photon PID efficiency as a function of reconstructed photon $E_T$, where the measurement from data is compared with the one extracted from the signal MC sample. Based on these studies, MC events are corrected using photon $E_T$-dependent simulation-to-data correction factors. The systematic uncertainty on the photon reconstruction and PID efficiencies is estimated by parametrizing the correction factors as a function of the photon $\eta$ instead of the photon $E_T$. 

FIG. 1. (a) Measured level-1 trigger efficiency as a function of the reconstructed transverse energy in $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+ e^-$ events, (b) photon reconstruction efficiency as a function of the photon $E_T$ (approximated with $E_T^{\gamma\gamma,\text{cluster}1}$, where trk2 denotes the track of the second leading electron), and (c) photon particle-identification efficiency as a function of the photon $E_T$. 
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The two electrons exhibit balanced transverse momentum with an unbalance, $|p_T^{e_1} - p_T^{e_2}|$, expected to be below 30 MeV. This is much smaller than the EM calorimeter energy resolution, which, thus, can be measured by the difference $E_T^{e_1} - E_T^{e_2}$. Below 10 GeV electron $E_T$, the relative energy resolution is found to be between 8% and 10% and is well reproduced by the MC simulation. The EM energy scale is validated using the ratio of the electron cluster $E_T^e$ to the electron track $p_T^{e_k}$.

The $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+e^-$ process can be a source of fake diphoton events, since misidentification of electrons as photons can occur when the electron track is not reconstructed or the electron emits a hard bremsstrahlung photon. The $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+e^-$ yield in the signal region is evaluated using a data-driven method. Two control regions (CRs) are defined with exactly two photons passing the signal selection but also requiring one or two associated pixel tracks. The event yield observed in these two CRs is extrapolated to the signal region using the probability to miss the electron pixel track if the electron track is not reconstructed ($p_T^{\text{mistag}}$). It is measured in a region with exactly one charged-particle track and two photons with $A_\phi < 0.01$. In order to verify the stability of the $p_T^{\text{mistag}}$ evaluation method, the $A_\phi$ requirement is dropped and the difference with the nominal selection is taken as a systematic uncertainty. This leads to $p_T^{\text{mistag}} = (47 \pm 9)$%. The number of $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+e^-$ events in the signal region is estimated to be $7 \pm 1 \text{(stat)} \pm 3 \text{(syst)}$, where the uncertainty accounts for the CR statistical uncertainty, the $p_T^{\text{mistag}}$ uncertainty, and the difference found between the two CRs.

The $A_\phi < 0.01$ requirement significantly reduces the CEP $gg \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ background. Its remaining contribution is evaluated from a control region defined by applying the same selection as for the signal region, but inverting the $A_\phi$ requirement to $A_\phi > 0.01$ [see Fig. 2(a)], and correcting the measured event yield for the expected signal and $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+e^-$ contributions. The CEP and $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+e^-$ processes exhibit a significantly broader $A_\phi$ distribution than the $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow q\bar{q}$ process. In the CEP process gluons recoil against the Pb nucleus which then dissociates. The shape of the $A_\phi$ distribution for $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+e^-$ events is mainly due to the curvature of the trajectory of the electrons in the detector magnetic field before they emit hard photons in their interactions with the ID material.

The estimated uncertainty in the CEP $gg \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ background takes into account the statistical uncertainty of the number of events in the $A_\phi > 0.01$ control region (17%) as well as experimental and modeling uncertainties. It is found that all experimental uncertainties have negligible impact on the normalization of the CEP $gg \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ background. The impact of the MC modeling of the $A_\phi$ shape is estimated using an alternative SUPERCHIC MC sample with no absorptive effects [46]. These effects reflect the absence of secondary particle emissions, which can take place in addition to the $gg \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ process. After applying the data-driven normalization procedure, this leads to a 25% change in the CEP background yield in the signal region, which is taken as a systematic uncertainty. An additional check is done by varying the gluon parton distribution function (PDF). The differences between the MMHT 2014 [47], CT14 [48], and NNPDF3.1 [49] PDF sets have negligible impact on the shape of the CEP diphoton $A_\phi$ distribution. The background due to the CEP process in the signal region is estimated to be $4 \pm 1$ events. In addition, the energy deposition in the ZDC, which is sensitive to dissociation of Pb nuclei, is studied for events before the $A_\phi$ selection is imposed. Good agreement is observed between the normalized CEP expectation from MC simulation and the observed events with a signal corresponding to at least one neutron in the ZDC.

The background contribution from $\gamma\gamma \rightarrow q\bar{q}$ production is estimated using MC simulation based on HERWIG++ and is found to be negligible. Exclusive two-meson production can be a potential source of background for light-by-light scattering events, mainly due to their similar back-to-back
Mesons can fake photons either by their intermediate decay into photons (neutral mesons: \( \pi^0, \eta, \eta' \)) or by misreconstructed charged-particle tracks (charged mesons: for example \( \pi^+, \pi^- \) states). Estimates for such contributions are reported in Refs. [14,50–53] and these contributions are considered to be negligible in the signal region.

The background from other fake diphoton events (mainly those induced by cosmic-ray muons) is estimated using a control region with at least one track reconstructed in the muon system and further studied using the reconstructed photon-cluster time distribution. After imposing the \( p_T^{\gamma\gamma} \) requirements, this background is found to be negligible. Background from the reaction \( \gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+e^-\gamma\gamma \) is evaluated using the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO MC generator [54] and the Pb + Pb photon flux from STARLIGHT. This contribution is estimated to be below 1% of the expected signal and, therefore, has negligible impact on the results. The contribution from bottomonia production (for example, \( \gamma\gamma \rightarrow b\bar{b} \rightarrow \gamma\gamma \) or \( \gamma\gamma \rightarrow \Upsilon \rightarrow b\bar{b} \rightarrow 3\gamma \) is calculated using parameters from Refs. [55,56] and considered to be negligible. The contribution from UPC events where both nuclei emit a bremsstrahlung photon is estimated using calculations from Ref. [57]. The cross section for single-bremsstrahlung photon production from a Pb ion in the fiducial region of the measurement is calculated to be below \( 10^{-4} \) pb so that the coincidence of two such occurrences is considered to be negligible.

After applying the signal selection, 59 events are observed in the data where \( 30 \pm 4 \) (stat) signal events and \( 12 \pm 1 \) (stat) + \( 3 \) (syst) background events are expected. The probability that the data are compatible with the background-only hypothesis was evaluated in a narrower \( 0 < A^0 < 0.005 \) range which, in studies using simulated data, was found to be most sensitive. In this region, 42 events are observed in the data where \( 25 \pm 3 \) (stat) signal events and \( 6 \pm 1 \) (stat) + \( 2 \) (syst) background events are expected. The data excess is quantified by calculating the background-only \( p \) value using a profile likelihood-ratio test statistic [58], resulting in an observed \( (6.2) \) standard deviations. Photon kinematic distributions for events satisfying all selection criteria are shown in Figs. 2(b)–2(c). A further cross check of energy deposits in the ZDC for events in the signal region is performed. The activity in the ZDC agrees with the signal-plus-background expectation. The analysis is also repeated with a lower minimum photon \( E_T \) requirement of 2.5 GeV, yielding more signal events but also an increased relative background contribution. Consistent results were found using this relaxed signal selection.

The cross section for the \( \gamma\gamma \rightarrow \gamma\gamma \) process is measured in a fiducial phase space, defined by a set of requirements on the diphoton final state, reflecting the selection at reconstruction level [59]. Experimentally, the fiducial cross section is given by \( \sigma_{\text{fid}} = (N_{\text{data}} - N_{\text{bkg}}) / (C \times L dt) \), where \( N_{\text{data}} \) is the number of selected events in data, \( N_{\text{bkg}} \) is the number of background events, \( \int L dt = 1.73 \pm 0.07 \) nb\(^{-1} \) is the integrated luminosity of the data sample, and \( C \) is an overall correction factor that accounts for efficiencies and resolution effects. The \( C \) factor is defined as the ratio of the number of selected MC signal events passing the selection and after applying data/MC correction factors to the number of generated MC signal events satisfying the fiducial requirements. It is found to be \( C = 0.350 \pm 0.024 \).

The uncertainty in \( C \) is estimated by varying the data/MC correction factors within their uncertainties, as well as using an alternative signal MC sample based on calculations from Ref. [33]. The probability of additional inelastic interactions in the same bunch crossing is estimated to be \( 0.3% \) and has negligible impact on the signal efficiency. The overall uncertainty is dominated by uncertainties in the photon reconstruction efficiency (4%) and the trigger efficiency (2%). The uncertainty of the integrated luminosity is derived, following a methodology similar to that detailed in Ref. [60], from a calibration of the luminosity scale using \( x-y \) beam-separation scans performed in November 2018.

The measured fiducial cross section is \( 78 \pm 13 \) (stat) + \( 7 \) (syst) + \( 3 \) (lumi) nb, which can be compared with the predicted values of \( 45 \pm 5 \) nb from Ref. [14], \( 51 \pm 5 \) nb from Ref. [33], and \( 50 \pm 5 \) nb from SUPERCHIC 3.0 MC simulation [32]. The experiment-to-prediction ratios are \( 1.73 \pm 0.40, 1.53 \pm 0.33, \) and \( 1.56 \pm 0.33, \) respectively.

In summary, this Letter reports the observation of light-by-light scattering in quasireal photon interactions from ultraperipheral Pb + Pb collisions at \( \sqrt{\sigma_{NN}} = 5.02 \) TeV recorded in 2018 by the ATLAS experiment. After applying all selection criteria, 59 data events are observed in the signal region, while \( 12 \pm 3 \) background events are expected. The dominant background processes, i.e., CEP \( gg \rightarrow \gamma\gamma, \gamma\gamma \rightarrow e^+e^- \) as well as other fake-photon backgrounds, are estimated from data. The statistical significance against the background-only hypothesis is found to be 8.2 standard deviations.
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